Chitin-silk fibroin interactions: relevance to calcium carbonate formation in invertebrates.
In mineralized tissues chitin is almost always associated with proteins, many of which are known to have chitin recognition consensus sequences. It has been observed in some mollusk shells that there is a well-defined spatial relation between the crystallographic axes of the crystals and the chitin fibrils. This implies that the chitin functions directly or indirectly as a template for nucleation of the mineral phase. It is thus of much interest to understand the exact nature of the interface between the chitin and the proteins at the molecular level in mineralized tissues. Chitin/silk fibroin interactions were studied in vitro at the molecular level using homogenous films composed of the two macromolecules. The results show that the silk fibroin intercalates between the molecular planes of the chitin, and that the interactions are mainly through the chitin acetyl groups. Published X-ray diffraction patterns and infrared spectra of mineralized tissue organic matrices, as well as infrared spectra reported here of the squid pen and lobster cuticle, all show that in vivo the chitin and protein are not intimately mixed, but exist as two phases. We deduce that there is an interfacial plane between them in which the interactions are through the amide groups.